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INTRODUCTION
The abundance and dynamics of populations is determined by local abiotic and biotic factors, but also by flows of individuals with other populations through dispersal or migration. These flows may disrupt local processes and maintain persistent populations even in biotopes where these would not be viable in isolation. Such``sink'' populations are maintained by continued immigration from more productive``source'' areas nearby (Pulliam, 1988) . The significance of flows between source and sink populations and, more generally, of regional, metapopulation dynamics for the size and persistence of local populations has now been investigated in a number of theoretical studies (e.g., Holt, 1985; Hanski, 1985 Hanski, , 1991 Pulliam, 1988; Fahrig and Paloheimo, 1988, Henein and Merriam, 1990; Hanski and Gilpin, 1991; Howe et al., 1991; Pulliam and Danielson, 1991; Davis and Howe, 1992) .
Dispersal and regional processes also affect the outcome of interspecific interactions and thereby the potential for coexistence of species (DeAngelis and Waterhouse, 1987) . They can stabilize predator prey interactions (reviews in Taylor, 1988 Taylor, , 1990 and alter the outcome of interspecific competition (e.g., Levins and Culver, 1971; Horn and MacArthur, 1972; Levin, 1974; Slatkin, 1974; Hanski, 1981 Hanski, , 1983 ; in particular they allow regional coexistence of species that cannot coexist locally. Relatively few studies have investigated the effect of dispersal and regional processes at one trophic level on coexistence at another trophic level. Caswell (1978) and Crowley (1979) showed how two competing prey species can coexist regionally when a migrant predator acts to eliminate prey populations in local patches; in these theoretical studies, both the prey and the predator dispersed among patches. Holt (1984 Holt ( , 1985 considered a predator prey model in which a predator moves between two patches containing prey populations that do not disperse; predator dispersal was found to stabilize predator prey interactions, but higher rates of predator dispersal tended to make coexistence of prey populations more difficult. Ja ger et al. (1987) , Smith and Tang (1989) , and Smith and Waltman (1995) investigated theoretically the opposite problem of coexistence of microbial competitors on a single nutrient in a gradostat, that is, a concatenation of connected chemostats allowing creation of a nutrient gradient; in this laboratory apparatus dispersal is generated by a flow of the culture medium and is identical in both consumers and the resource. The outcome of competition was shown to be sensitive to the communication rate between vessels, coexistence being possible at intermediate values of the communication rate.
In this paper, we focus on a related problem, the potential for local coexistence of consumer species that compete for a common resource in a sink area. By consumer, we mean in a general way any organism (whether plant or animal) which utilizes a resource (whether a nutrient or another organism). The model we present departs in two ways from the above-mentioned gradostat models. First, only the resource is subjected to a source sink dynamics; it occurs in both a source area without consumer and a sink area where it is used by consumers. Thus the source area acts as a refuge for the resource, while the sink area is the zone where the interaction with the consumers takes place. This is typically the case for nutrients in many natural streams: in the free-flowing stream, nutrient concentration in any short reach is largely controlled by the nutrient concentration of incoming water from upstream, while periphyton and other organisms are abundant in hydraulic storage zones, where they depress the local nutrient concentration via uptake (DeAngelis et al., 1995) . It is also the case for many prey in heterogeneous environments, such as soil-dwelling invertebrates preyed upon by surface predators during their transit at the soil surface. Contrary to other models of prey refuges (e.g., Sih, 1987; Hochberg and Hawkins, 1992) , however, ours describes flows between protected (source) and exposed (sink) areas explicitly. Second, we take account explicitly of the influence of interference competition on resource consumption rates. Although often ignored in resource consumer theory (Tilman, 1982; Smith and Waltman, 1995) , mutual interference among consumers can arise through a wide variety of processes, such as creation of diffusion gradients in nutrients, competition for physical resources (space, light), or aggressive encounters, and therefore, be quite common. Its significance lies in the fact that it can alter the outcome of competition qualitatively and result in more complex situations than does pure exploitation competition (Schoener, 1976) . Our goal here is more specifically to examine the effect of the flow rate between source and sink resource populations on the potential for coexistence of consumer species. We show that this mixing rate has a critical influence on which consumer species persists in the sink area, and that a mere change in this rate can alter the outcome of competition in directions that are not anticipated in a spatially homogeneous environment. We then discuss some important implications of these results for biological conservation.
MODEL FORMULATION
Our model is adapted from a model of nutrientperiphyton dynamics in a stream segment with a hydraulic storage zone, a zone of relatively still water in which the biological community is assumed to be concentrated (DeAngelis et al., 1995) . We first present the model in its concrete original interpretation and then provide a more general interpretation which makes it suitable as an abstract model to investigate the effect of the source sink dynamics in the resource on the coexistence of consumers. The model reads:
N w is the nutrient concentration in inorganic form in the free-flowing water (source zone), N s is the nutrient concentration in inorganic form in the hydraulic storage zone (sink zone), and B i is the nutrient concentration in the biomass of periphyton species i. Nutrients flow in and out of the stream segment due to water flow at a rate q, which we call the throughflow rate; thus the input flux I is equal to I=qN 0 , where N 0 is the upstream nutrient concentration. Nutrients are also transferred due to water flow between the water column and the storage zone at a rate k, which we call the mixing rate and which is identical in both directions because water flow in one direction must be compensated for by the same flow in the other direction. Nutrients in the storage zone are consumed by two periphyton species; each of these takes up nutrients according to a trophic function incorporating both saturation and interference effects. Last, nutrients are lost from periphyton species i at a rate e i . The trophic function we use in our model was proposed independently by Beddington (1975) and DeAngelis et al. (1975) . It is a modification of the traditional Monod or Michaelis Menten function, where the additional c i B i term in the denominator represents a form of self-limitation of growth resulting from interference competition. It is both simple and flexible and can be generated by several interference processes. One mechanistic derivation was given by Beddington (1975) in terms of the time wasted by predators or parasitoids in encounters. Ruxton (1995) recently proposed another derivation suitable for predators, based on a prey-hiding effect. In Appendix 1, we provide a third possible derivation, which is more relevant to autotrophic organisms such as plants and algae, as an extension of the classical Monod growth equation. This function also received support from empirical studies of periphyton dynamics (DeAngelis et al., 1995) . Since there are two periphyton species, we have further added the c i : j B j term to allow for interspecific interference; : j is the interspecific interference competition coefficient of species j.
Besides the presence of two periphyton species, instead of a single living biomass compartment, which is the specific feature of this model, our model differs from the original one (DeAngelis et al., 1995) in that neither the volumes of the water column and the storage zone, nor nutrient recycling in the storage zone are explicitly considered. But the first change can be shown to amount to a mere change of time scale in the first equation, and the second one makes no qualitative difference in the analysis below (in the equations below, the e i terms would simply be replaced by more complex terms).
On the other hand, these simplifications make our model a generic model of interspecific competition between consumers for a limiting resource when this has source and sink populations (represented above by nutrients in the free-flowing water and the storage zone, respectively). One may think, for instance, of the B i 's as the biomasses or densities of predators, and N w and N s as the biomasses or densities of a prey in a predation-free refuge and in a transient interaction zone, respectively. Our model admittedly represents resource dynamics and dispersal between source and sink areas in a simple way as passive flow processes, which is less generally adequate for living resources such as prey, but it does highlight important general conclusions. The effect of these simplifications is discussed below (see Discussion).
MODEL ANALYSIS
Let us analyse the model progressively by considering first its behaviour without consumers, then its behaviour with a single consumer species, and finally its behaviour with two consumer species. To that effect, let us denote the equilibrium concentrations or densities of the resource without consumers by N In the absence of consumers, the outcome is straightforward; the resource stabilizes ultimately at its upstream concentration or supplied density:
When the single consumer species i is present, the equilibrium is reached at the densities:
where
This equilibrium is always stable (Appendix 2) whenever it is feasible. It is easy to see from (7) that it is feasible (B i i >0), provided that the two following conditions are met:
N i s varies between an upper limit N 0 , which is the equilibrium value of N s in the absence of consumers, and a lower limit = i , which is set by the parameters of the consumer and which is reached in the limit when k Ä 0, that is, when the storage or interaction zone becomes closed off from the free-flowing water or source area. The parameter = i is an inverse measure of consumer i's resource exploitation efficiency; it is equivalent to Tilman's (1990) R*, the equilibrium density to which the consumer tends to bring down the resource in the absence of interference. Condition (12) then requires that the consumer be efficient enough, and resource supply be high enough, for the consumer to be able to decrease the density of the resource below its value in the absence of the consumer. Conditions (11) and (12) are also the conditions for the invasion of consumer i in the system when no consumer is present (that is, for species i to increase when rare in an environment where the resource is at its maximum density), and thus, more generally, for the persistence of that species when it is alone. These conditions will naturally be assumed to be met for each consumer species in the two-species system.
When both consumer species are present, an equilibrium can be reached at the following densities:
These expressions are too complex to allow meaningful conditions to be obtained for the local stability of the equilibrium. Furthermore, local stability of the equilibrium does not ensure persistence of the two species far from the equilibrium. Therefore, we shall instead examine the conditions for mutual invasibility of the single-species system by the other species as conditions for coexistence. Mutual invasibility does not ensure that the internal equilibrium is stable, but it does ensure that both species persist even at low density, which is a more meaningful criterion of coexistence. It is not difficult to verify that a mutually invasible system satisfies all the conditions for permanent coexistence established by Hutson and Law (1985) for 3-variable dynamical systems.
Species i can invade the system with species j at equilibrium, provided that it increase when rare (a formal proof of this assertion is given in Appendix 2), that is, from (3), provided
which, after some algebraic manipulation, becomes
In the limit when k Ä 0, this inequality reduces to
which can be fulfilled only for the species with the higher resource exploitation efficiency (with the lower =). Thus the more efficient species outcompetes the other when the system is nearly closed. What is the effect of increasing the mixing rate k between the source and sink resource populations on the invasibility condition (17)? Y i is a linear function of k with slope:
Because of Condition (12), the first term in (19) is positive, the second is negative, and the third is positive for the more efficient species and negative for the other. Thus the sign of the slope depends on the magnitude of the interspecific interference competition coefficient and the relative resource exploitation efficiencies of the two species.
Assuming that, say, species 2 is more efficient than species 1, five qualitatively different cases are then possible ( Fig. 1 ):
(1) If : 1 is small or moderate and : 2 is high (in particular, if : 1 1 and : 2 1), or if species 2 is much more efficient than species 1, then dY 1 Âdk<0 and dY 2 Âdk>0, and species 2 can always invade the system with species 1 while species 1 can never invade the system with species 2 (Fig. 1a) . Therefore species 2 outcompetes species 1 irrespective of k.
(2) If both : 1 and : 2 are small or moderate and the difference between the exploitation efficiencies of the two species is also small or moderate, then both dY 1 Âdk>0 and dY 2 Âdk>0, and mutual invasibility occurs at high values of k (Fig. 1b) . Thus species 2 outcompetes species 1 when the mixing rate is small, but the two species coexist when it is large.
(3) If, on the other hand, both : 1 and : 2 are high (at least : 1 >1) while the difference between the exploitation efficiencies of the two species is small or moderate, then both dY 1 Âdk<0 and dY 2 Âdk<0, and neither of the two species is able to invade at high values of k (Fig. 1c) . Since both species were assumed to be able to persist in the absence of the other, this means that when the mixing rate is large there is a priority effect: the two singlespecies boundary equilibria are alternative stable states, the outcome depending on the initial conditions.
(4 5) If : 1 is high (: 1 >1) and : 2 is small or moderate, and the difference between the exploitation efficiencies of the two species is also small or moderate, then dY 1 Âdk>0 and dY 2 Âdk<0, and species 2 is able to invade only at low values of k while species 1 is able to invade only at high values of k (Figs. 1d and 1e). Thus species 2 outcompetes species 1 when the mixing rate is small, but species 1 outcompetes species 2 when the mixing rate is large. Two cases are then possible at intermediate values of the mixing rate: either the two species coexist (both can invade: Fig. 1d ), or neither of the two species can invade, and the two single-species boundary equilibria represent alternative stable states (Fig. 1e) .
Symmetrical cases of course occur when species 1 is more efficient than species 2.
Why does the mixing rate between source and sink resource populations have such effects on competition in the sink area? To understand this, it is useful to resort to an approximation of the present spatially structured system by an equivalent homogeneous system. This can be done by assuming that the source is in quasi-equilibrium, so that N w can be replaced by its equilibrium value as a function of N s (Eqs. (5) or (13)) in Eq. (2). The latter then changes into:
. (20) Thus our original spatially structured system is approximated by a homogeneous system in which the overall throughflow or turnover rate is kqÂ(q+k) and the supplied resource density is unchanged (N 0 ). As a result, increasing the mixing rate between source and sink has the same effect as increasing the turnover rate in a homogeneous system. But the larger this turnover rate, the greater the relative importance of the resource's own dynamics, and the smaller the relative importance of the interaction with the consumers, in determining resource equilibrium density (this appears for instance in Eq. (6) after dividing both the numerator and the denominator by (q+k)). Therefore, the relative importance, for the consumers, of exploitation competition, which is mediated by resource density, tends to decrease. On the other hand, that of interference competition tends to increase because consumer density at equilibrium increases with k (Eq. (7)). When the mixing rate between the source and sink resource populations is very small, resource density in the interaction zone is depressed and controlled almost exclusively by the consumers. Interference between consumers then plays no significant role; only resource exploitation efficiency decides which species can survive. When the mixing rate increases, interference tends to play an increasing role. If one species is superior both at exploiting the resource and at interfering with the other species, that species always outcompetes the other (case 1). If interspecific interference is small or moderate for both species, each species tends to be self-limited at large mixing rates, and coexistence ensues (case 2). If, on the other hand, interference is stronger between species than within species, each species tends to inhibit the other at large mixing rates, which results in alternative singlespecies stable equilibria (case 3). Last, if there is a tradeoff between the exploitation and interference competitive abilities of the two species, that is, if one species is more efficient at exploiting the resource while the other has a stronger interspecific interference effect, the latter species replaces the former along a gradient of increasing mixing rate, with either coexistence or alternative single-species equilibria at intermediate values of the mixing rate (cases 4 5).
That an increasing mixing rate has an effect on interspecific competition that is similar to that of an increasing interference strength can be easily seen by examining Condition (17) as a function now of the interference coefficients c i . For the sake of simplicity, let us assume that c 1 =c 2 =c, and, noting that the products ; i c i and # i c i are independent of c i , multiply (17) by c 2 . In the limit when c Ä 0, we recover the same inequality (18) as when k Ä 0. Also, Y i c 2 is a linear function of c with slope,
which is positive or negative under qualitatively similar conditions as is dY i Âdk. Thus variations in the mixing rate and variations in the interference coefficient have qualitatively similar effects on invasibility.
RELAXING THE STRICT SINK SOURCE DEPENDENCE
In the above model, the sink resource population depends entirely on the dynamics of the source population in the absence of consumers; it does not have a dynamics on its own. This situation occurs in a hydraulic storage zone, for instance, and, more generally, represents a limiting case which highlights the characteristic features of the sink source dependence. But there is in fact a continuity between, at one extreme, a closed population with a purely local dynamics and, at the other extreme, a sink population depending completely on exchanges with an external source. To investigate the effect of relaxing the strict sink source dependence on the coexistence of consumer species, we may introduce additional input and output terms in the dynamical equation for the sink resource population in our model. Equations (1) and (2) are then replaced by the following equations:
where I w and I s are now the input fluxes to the source and sink populations, respectively, and q w and q s are the throughflow rates of the source and sink populations, respectively. The analysis of this more complete model is similar to that of the previous model. Therefore we shall only mention the relevant differences with the results of the previous model. In the absence of consumers, the resource now stabilizes at different equilibrium densities in the two zones:
When the single consumer species i is present, the equilibrium is reached at the following values:
The conditions for the persistence of consumer species i when it is alone are as before, except that Condition (12) is changed into
N & s represents the net supplied resource density in the sink; it depends on both the direct resource supply to the sink and the indirect supply from the source through the flow between the two zones. It varies from I s Âq s , the (direct) supplied resource density in the sink, when k is very small, to
which is a weighted average of the supplied resource densities in the source and the sink, when k is very large. Last, the condition for species i to invade the system with species j at equilibrium becomes
It is easy to verify that when the resource dynamics is dominated by the refuge zone (I s and q s Ä 0), the results of the previous model are recovered, while at the other extreme, when the resource dynamics is dominated by the interaction zone (I w and q w Ä 0), the flow between the two zones plays no role and a traditional homogeneous interaction system is obtained. In the latter case, however, it is the interaction zone that is the source and the refuge zone that is the sink. For the interaction zone to remain a sink, the net flow of resource from the refuge zone to the interaction zone, k(N w &N s ), must be positive, which requires that resource density be greater in the former than in the latter. Note that this simple condition can lead to some counterintuitive results. Comparison of Eqs. (24) and (25) shows, after some algebraic manipulation, that at the equilibrium in the absence of consumers, the interaction zone is a net sink, provided
that is, when the supplied resource density is greater for the refuge zone than for the interaction zone. But at the equilibrium with consumer species i present (Eqs. (26) and (27)) this condition becomes
Resource consumption by the consumer may be responsible then for the sink nature of the interaction zone, in which case one may have
that is, the supplied resource density may be greater in the sink than in the source. Since increasing the mixing rate k contributes to equalize the resource densities in the two zones, it can now have the counterintuitive effect of decreasing the net supplied resource density in the sink! Assuming that the interaction zone is indeed a sink, we are mainly interested in the difference it makes to have a local resource renewal loss dynamics in the sink, compared with the limiting case where I s and q s =0, as in the previous model. Y i is still a linear function of k, now with slope
where X is defined as above (30). This slope is rather similar to that of the previous model (Eq. (19) 
This can be positive for one species and negative for the other, as before, but also positive for both species, ensuring mutual invasibility and coexistence, or negative for both species, resulting in mutual noninvasibility and alternative single-species equilibria, provided that the throughflow rate of the sink population, q s , is large enough. Also, interference competition plays a role, even for k Ä 0, so that the more efficient species may no longer be the superior competitor. Therefore, besides the five cases analysed in the previous model, four additional qualitative cases are possible when both Y 1(0) and Y 2(0) are positive, corresponding to the four cases described in Figs. 1a d with both lines shifted upwards (Figs. 2a d): (1) the two species coexist at low values of k, but only species 2 persists at high values of k (Fig. 2a); (2) the two species always coexist (Fig. 2b); (3) the two species coexist at low values of k, species 2 alone persists at intermediate values of k, and the two single-species equilibria are alternative stable states at high values of k (Fig. 2c); (4) the two species coexist at low values of k, but only species 1 persists at high values of k (Fig. 2d) .
Note that the biological conditions that tend to make Y i(0) positive also tend to make dY i Âdk positive. Thus when coexistence is possible at low mixing rates, it usually tends to be also possible at high mixing rates (case 2, Fig. 2b ). This occurs under similar conditions as those generating case 2 in the previous model (Fig. 1b) , that is, when both : 1 and : 2 are small or moderate and the difference between the exploitation efficiencies of the two species is also small or moderate. What are then the conditions tending to make dY i Âdk negative when both Y 1(0) and Y 2(0) are positive? Assume as before for convenience that species 2 is the more efficient. It is not difficult to see that for dY 2 Âdk to be negative, it is necessary that (i) : 1 >1, that is, the interspecific interference exerted by species 1 is strong enough, and (ii) X> I s Âq s , hence I w Âq w >I s Âq s that is, the supplied resource density is enough greater in the source than in the sink (in this way, I s Âq s &= 1 is relatively smaller, compared with I s Âq s &= 2 , than is X&= 1 , compared with X&= 2 ). The conditions necessary for dY 1 Âdk to be negative are opposite i.e., the interspecific interference exerted by species 2 must be weak enough and the supplied resource density must be enough greater in the sink than in the source.
As a consequence, the above case 3 with both dY 1 Âdk and dY 1 Âdk<0 (Fig. 2c) is not feasible for all values of the mixing rate k. Since this case is favoured by a greater similarity between the two consumer species, suppose for simplicity that the latter are identical, and accordingly delete the subscripts in (35) and (36). Two subcases can then occur: (i) :<1. To have at the same time Y (0) >0 and dYÂdk<0, it is necessary to have I s Âq s >=>X>I w Âq w . First, note that this violates Condition (33). Thus this subcase is incompatible with the sink nature of the interaction zone. Second, since X is the limit of N & s when k tends to infinity (see Eq. (25)) and persistence of either species alone requires satisfaction of Condition (29), the two species cannot persist when k is large. In fact, persistence becomes impossible as soon as Y 0 (see Eq. (31)). Therefore, the two species coexist as long as k is small enough to allow their persistence, whereas no species can persist when k is too large, and only the left part of Fig. 2c is feasible.
(ii) :>1. The same line of reasoning shows that this subcase is compatible with the sink nature of the interaction zone but that only the right part of Fig. 2c is feasible, that is, no species can persist when k is too small while there is a priority effect with alternative stable states when k is large enough. (1) both single-species equilibria are resistant to invasion at low values of k, but species 2 outcompetes species 1 at high values of k (Fig. 2e), (2) both single-species equilibria are resistant to invasion at low values of k, species 2 outcompetes species 1 at intermediate values of k, and the two species coexist at high values of k (Fig. 2f); (3) the two single-species equilibria are alternative stable states irrespective of k (Fig. 2g); (4) both single-species equilibria are resistant to invasion at low values of k, but species 1 outcompetes species 2 at high values of k (Fig. 2h) .
Here again, since the biological conditions that tend to make Y i (0) negative also tend to make dY i Âdk negative, alternative stable states tend to occur irrespective of the magnitude of the mixing rate (case 3, Fig. 2g) , and under similar conditions as those generating case 3 in the previous model (Fig. 1c) , that is, when both : 1 and : 2 are high and the difference between the exploitation efficiencies of the two species is small or moderate. The conditions tending to make dY i Âdk positive when both Y 1(0) and Y 2(0) are negative are easily found following the same line of reasoning as above. For dY i Âdk to be negative for the more efficient species, it is necessary that interspecific interference exerted by the other species be strong enough and the supplied resource density be enough greater in the sink than in the source; while for the less efficient species, it is necessary that interspecific interference exerted by the other species be weak enough and the supplied resource density be enough greater in the source than in the sink. Case 2 with both dY 1 Âdk and dY 1 Âdk>0 (Fig. 2f ) is also feasible only over part of the gradient of the mixing rate. For two identical species, if :<1, only the right part of Fig. 2f is feasible; that is, the two species coexist as long as k is large enough to allow their persistence, whereas no species can persist when k is too small, and the interaction zone is a net sink. While if :>1, only the left part of Fig. 2f is feasible; that is, there is a priority effect with alternative stable states when k is small enough but no species can persist when k is too large, and the interaction zone is a net source.
The above analysis shows that the same qualitative conditions can produce very different outcomes depending on the detailed values of the parameters, notably the parameters determining the resource dynamics in the source and the sink populations and the interspecific interference coefficients. In particular, when interspecific interference exerted by the less efficient species on the more efficient species is strong, while the reciprocal effect is weak, there is a trade-off between the exploitation and interference competitive abilities of the two species; only slight changes in the supplied resource density in the sink and the interspecific interference coefficients may be necessary to generate the various cases described in Figs. 1d, 1e, 2d, and 2h or in Figs. 1a, 2a, To understand how changing the mixing rate between source and sink resource populations can generate this variety of new cases, let us again resort to an approximation of our spatially structured system by an equivalent homogeneous system. Assuming that the source is in quasi-equilibrium, so that N w can be replaced by its equilibrium value as a function of N s (Eq. (26) 
The original spatially structured system is now approximated by a homogeneous system in which the turnover rate is q s +kq w Â(q w +k) and the supplied resource density is N & s , as defined by Eq. (25). Thus, increasing the mixing rate k has both the effect of increasing the turnover rate and changing (increasing or decreasing) the supplied resource density in an equivalent homogeneous system. Since it affects these two parameters differently, varying the mixing rate can change the balance between exploitation and interference competition, and hence, the potential for coexistence, in all possible ways, depending on the other parameters, and in ways that are not possible by changing any single parameter in a homogeneous system.
In contrast, the interference coefficients c i have qualitatively similar effects as in the previous model. Let us again assume that c 1 =c 2 =c and, recalling that the products ; i c i and # i c i are independent of c i , multiply (31) by c 2 . In the limit when c Ä 0, we still recover Inequality (18); that is, the more efficient species outcompetes the other. The product Y i c 2 is now a linear function of c with slope:
Thus the absence of interference (c Ä 0) makes coexistence impossible as before, and the effect of increasing the strength of interference on coexistence is not identical to that of increasing the mixing rate.
EFFECT OF SPATIAL SEGREGATION OF CONSUMERS
Now suppose that consumers tend to be spatially segregated in the interaction zone so that interspecific interference is very small compared with intraspecific interference. This situation is obtained simply by letting : j Ä 0 in Model (1) (3) and is qualitatively similar to that depicted by Huston and DeAngelis (1994) and Loreau (1996) in their individual-based models of plant and food-chain coexistence with varying resource transport and supply rates. Indeed, in their models plants are assumed to take up nutrients in fixed, nonoverlapping rooting zones, which is equivalent to letting : j Ä 0 in our model. Increasing the interference coefficients c i in our model amounts to increasing the self-limitation and isolation of consumer species and is qualitatively similar to decreasing the resource transport rate in their models. Last, increasing the resource supply rate in their models is equivalent to increasing the resource input flux and the mixing rate in ours. In this case it is easy to generalize our model to an arbitrary number of consumer species.
Assume that n consumer species are present in the interaction zone. The equilibrium level of the resource in this zone is then
(38) and the condition for both the invasion and the feasibility of the equilibrium of a new species n+1 is
As before, in the limit when k Ä 0 this inequality can be fulfilled only for the more efficient species when n=1. Therefore successive invasions can only lead ultimately to the persistence of the single most efficient species when the system is nearly closed.
Condition (39) can also be rewritten as
Since this condition must be satisfied by each species for coexistence of the n+1 species, coexistence proves to be all the more easy as
(1) N 0 , q, and k, which collectively determine resource supply, are high;
(2) the interference coefficients c i are high (hence, the products e i ; i are small); (3) the species' resource exploitation efficiencies = i =# i Â; i are similar.
In particular, this condition can be satisfied by an infinite number of equally efficient species provided that, of course, Condition (12) be satisfied as before.
Thus increasing the mixing rate k, and more generally the resource supply rate, as well as increasing the species' self-limitation or isolation, allows progressively more species to coexist. This result is essentially that obtained by Huston and DeAngelis (1994) , except that in their model the number of species is ultimately limited by a second limiting factor, namely light. An additional insight provided by this and Loreau's (1996) models is that a high enough similarity in the species' resource exploitation efficiencies allows unlimited coexistence.
DISCUSSION
Despite its simplicity, our model delivers an important message: source areas or consumption-free refuges for resource play a crucial role in the potential for coexistence of species that consume the resource in a sink or interaction area. Varying the resource mixing rate between source and sink areas drastically alters this potential for coexistence of consumer species.
In the simplest case where interspecific interference is very small compared with intraspecific interference, for instance because of spatial segregation of species, only that species which is most efficient at utilizing the resource is able to persist when the mixing rate between source and sink areas is very small. But an increasing number of species are able to coexist on the same resource when the mixing rate is progressively increased. That two species can coexist on a single limiting resource when there is intraspecific interference was already shown by Schoener (1976 Schoener ( , 1978 and Vance (1984 Vance ( , 1985 . More recently, Huston and DeAngelis (1994) and Loreau (1996) showed that spatial segregation of plants, which amounts to intraspecific interference, was able to allow coexistence of many species and food chains, provided the resource supply rate was high enough. Our model has conceptual similarities with theirs and leads to similar conclusions.
In the more general case where interspecific interference is not negligible, compared with intraspecific interference, our model shows that an increasing mixing rate between source and sink resource populations can have a variety of effects on the competition between two consumer species, depending on the strength of interspecific interference competition and the relative resource exploitation efficiencies of the two species. When there is a strict sink source dependence, so that resource renewal in the sink is entirely dependent on the source, only exploitation competition decides which species can survive at a very small mixing rate. Increasing the mixing rate basically amounts to increasing the overall resource turnover rate, which has the twofold effect of (1) decreasing the relative importance of the consumers in determining resource equilibrium density, hence, of exploitation competition, and (2) increasing the consumer density, hence, the strength of interference competition. Therefore, increasing the mixing rate also amounts to increasing the role played by interference competition. If there is a trade-off between the exploitation and interference competitive abilities of the two species, it is possible to have one species replacing the other along a gradient of increasing mixing rate, with either coexistence or alternative single-species equilibria at intermediate values of the mixing rate. It is also possible to have one species always outcompeting the other, or alternative singlespecies stable equilibria at large mixing rates. The interest of our model is to make explicit the effect of the mixing rate between resource populations on the outcome of interspecific competition. In the limiting case of a strict sink source dependence, however, we showed that our spatially structured model could be approximated by a homogeneous system in which the effect of the mixing rate is incorporated into the overall resource turnover rate. Therefore, in that case, the source sink dynamics does not add to the variety of outcomes that are made possible by varying the resource turnover rate in a homogeneous environment. Schoener (1976) already noted that increasing the productivity of a shared resource had variable effects on interspecific competition.
When the strict sink source dependence is relaxed by allowing the resource to have a partly independent renewal loss dynamics in the sink area, however, the source sink dynamics greatly increases the number of possible outcomes along a gradient of the mixing rate. Our spatially structured system can then be approximated by a homogeneous system in which both the overall resource turnover rate and the supplied resource density are affected simultaneously and differently by the mixing rate. When the supplied resource density is greater in the sink than in the source, increasing the mixing rate can have the counterintuitive effect of reducing the net supplied resource density in the sink. Varying the mixing rate can then change the balance between exploitation and interference competition, and hence the potential for coexistence, in all possible ways, and in ways that are not possible by changing any single parameter in a homogeneous environment.
As a rule, coexistence is favoured by small interspecific interference coefficients, while alternative stable states with a priority effect are favoured by large interspecific interference coefficients. Both outcomes are favoured by similar resource exploitation efficiencies of the two competing species. The tendency for small interspecific competition coefficients to result in coexistence and for large interspecific competition coefficients to result in alternative stable states depending on initial conditions is in keeping with standard competition models such as the classical Lotka Volterra model discussed in most ecology textbooks. The tendency for a high similarity in resource exploitation efficiencies to make for coexistence has been recognized in other temporally or spatially structured competition systems (e.g., Loreau, 1992 Loreau, , 1996 ; this work shows that the similarity in exploitation efficiencies can also make for alternative stable states when there is strong interference competition. Apart from these few generalities, our model rather suggests that the outcome of competition is often strongly sensitive to both the interspecific interference coefficients and the parameters of resource dynamics, such as the respective throughflow rates and supplied densities of the source and sink resource populations and the mixing rate between these. In particular, when there is a trade-off between the exploitation and interference competitive abilities of the two species, that is, when one species is more efficient at exploiting the resource while the other has a stronger interspecific interference effect, only slight changes in parameter values appear to be necessary to generate the various cases described in Figs. 1d, 1e Our model is admittedly simple in several respects, and adding further elements of complexity are likely to further increase the number of possible outcomes. For instance, our model considers only a passive flow of resource between the source and sink areas, as in Levin (1974) or Holt (1984 Holt ( , 1985 . Incorporating active dispersal can generate critical thresholds of passive dispersal above which the resource metapopulation cannot be sustained (Davis and Howe, 1992) . Also, our model represents resource dynamics as a passive flow process. This representation is adequate for a nonliving resource like a nutrient or for a living resource limited by a fixed energy input (Schoener, 1973) ; however, it is not adequate as a general description of self-reproduction and self-limitation in living resource populations. Incorporating the latter features into the model, for instance with a logistic growth for the resource, results in much more complex and less transparent expressions, but does not qualitatively change the conclusions reached with our simpler formulation. Condition (16) for the invasion of a second consumer species holds true irrespective of the form of resource population growth, but the resource equilibrium level becomes a more complex function of the mixing rate in the case of a nonlinear population growth, which results in a nonlinear inequality in place of the linear inequality (17) and nonlinear curves in place of straight lines in Figs. 1 and 2 . This has the effect of further increasing the number of possible outcomes along a gradient of increasing mixing rate.
The implications of these results for biological conservation can be profound. Suppose, for instance, that we are faced with the problem of managing a corridor between source and sink areas for a resource with the goal of preserving two consumer species in the sink area. It is impossible to determine the optimal flow rate between the two areas and, hence, the optimal size of the corridor without detailed knowledge of the respective exploitation and interference competitive abilities of the two species. In some cases increasing the size of the corridor will favour the persistence of both species; in other cases it will be detrimental to both species. In still other cases it will be favourable for one species and detrimental to the other, the two species coexisting only at some intermediate corridor sizes. As another example, suppose that a corridor is created between two natural reserves with the goal of enhancing the viability of a particular target species. This decision may have dramatic consequences for other species, which are either competitors or even totally unrelated but whose coexistence depended on the moderate dispersal possibilities that existed previously. The present work suggests that there is no universal rule to solve these problems; instead it emphasizes the need to avoid hasty generalizations and to take interspecific interactions into consideration in biological conservation problems.
APPENDIX 1:DERIVATION OF THE TROPHIC FUNCTION WITH INTERFERENCE
To show how the trophic function with interference used in Model (1) (3) can be obtained as a simple extension of the classical Monod growth equation, we first need to recall the derivation of the latter.
The basic assumption in the Monod equation is that biomass production is catalysed by some enzyme in limited supply; there is only a fixed total amount of this enzyme, E T , per unit biomass. The enzyme is initially in free form, but during its action it becomes bound to the resource that it will convert to new biomass. Therefore,
where E f and E b are the amounts of the enzyme that are free and bound, respectively, per unit biomass. If the resource concentration or density is N, we have
where the first term represents binding of the enzyme to the resource and the second term represents freeing the enzyme, after it has transformed the raw resource into a new biomass. Biomass production then obeys the equation
where B is the biomass. Since enzyme dynamics is much faster than biomass dynamics, the amount of bound enzyme tends to reach a steady state E b * , which is easily obtained by setting the time derivative in (A.2) equal to zero. Then, using (A.1),
Introducing this into (A.3) gives the familiar Monod growth equation:
Now it is reasonable to consider that the binding rate k 1 is itself determined by other biochemical processes and environmental constraints. If the above process describes nutrient uptake by autotrophic organisms, this rate may be controlled by photosynthetic activity, and the latter may depend on light availability L and an associated enzyme F in very much the same way as nutrient uptake depends on nutrient availability N and the enzyme E. Therefore, we would have a relation of the form (A.6) where k 3 and k 4 play the same role as k 1 and k 2 above and ! is a constant of proportionality. The light available to each unit biomass in turn should decrease with increasing total biomass because of interference through shading. This effect is expressed conveniently by a relation of the form
where L m is the maximum amount of light available (when B is very small) and h measures the strength of interference. (Schoener, 1978 , presents a mechanistic derivation of (A.7) for the average food available to predators during a period of fixed length, but exactly the same line of reasoning can be applied, for instance, to the average light available to phytoplankton in a vertical light gradient of fixed depth, assuming that light absorption follows the classical Lambert Beer law (Huisman and Weissing, 1994) and the water column is well mixed.) Introducing (A.7) into (A.6) and (A.6) into (A.5) results in the growth function with interference that is used in Model (1) (3), dB dt = aNB b+N+cB (A.8) with a=k 2 E T ,
APPENDIX 2: STABILITY AND INVASIBILITY OF SINGLE-SPECIES EQUILIBRIA
The stability of the equilibrium of the system comprising a single consumer species, say species 1, hinges on the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix . It is not difficult to verify that this matrix meets the qualitative stability criteria of loop analysis (Puccia and Levins, 1985) or, alternatively, the classical Routh Hurwitz criteria. Thus, the single-species equilibrium is always stable.
Species 2 can invade this single-species equilibrium if and only if the boundary equilibrium (N As a result, the first three eigenvalues of B are the eigenvalues of A, while the fourth eigenvalue is * 4 . Since the eigenvalues of A fulfil the stability criteria (i.e., they are all negative), the boundary equilibrium (N which is simply the condition for species 2 to increase when rare.
